Key updates to the 2024 BAFTA Television Awards

BAFTA Television Awards Category Updates

**Daytime:** entered episodes must be transmitted between 09:00 – 18:00 to be eligible, reflecting the relevance and importance of this category to linear broadcasting, and a statement from production must be provided.

**Entertainment Performance:** two people will be eligible to be considered for Entertainment Performance as a pair if they have equal billing on their entered programme (and are entered together). This relaxes the previous requirement that pairs must be already recognised as a presenting duo to be eligible.

**Limited Drama:** a new category for scripted one-off programmes or series that tell a complete story over 1-19 episodes, replacing separate categories for Single Drama and Mini-Series.

**Sport & Live Event Coverage:** brings together Sports Coverage and Live Event coverage. If separately, there are 12 sports and 12 live events entered, the category will be split.

Three category names have been updated and renamed (eligibility and voting criteria will remain the same):

- Soap & Continuing Drama is now defined as **Soap**
- Reality and Constructed Factual is now defined as **Reality**
- Features is now defined as **Factual Entertainment**

BAFTA Television Awards Entry Form Update

To ensure voters have as much time as possible to watch and consider entered work, the window for submitting work has been brought forward and a two stage submission form created. Television Craft Awards is unchanged.

- Stage one: Provide programme details including the episode video file and other category specific videos, documents and images as per the rules and guidelines.
- Stage two: Provide full information on candidates being submitted, support of the programmes adherence to the BFI's Diversity Standards (see link for updated advice on TV programmes), sustainability, bullying and harassment guidelines and complete payment.

Entries can be submitted by broadcasters, production companies, members and individuals for any programmes, performers and craftspeople into both awards.